
A BIOGRAPHY OF HENRY FORD AMERICAN INDUSTRIALIST AND THE

FOUNDER OF THE FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Henry Ford was an industrialist who revolutionized assembly line production for the automobile, making the Model T one
of America's greatest cars and companies, Henry Ford established the Ford Motor Company in 

Detroit: Wayne State University Press,  Other features included inch wire bicycle wheels with rubber tires, a
foot brake, a 3-gallon gasoline tank, and later, a water jacket around the cylinders for cooling. Henry Ford. In ,
he returned to Dearborn to work on the family farm, where he became adept at operating the Westinghouse
portable steam engine. His father gave him a pocket watch in his early teens. Men need counsel and men need
help, often special help; and all this ought to be rendered for decency's sake. He found the job exciting as it
gave him an opportunity to learn more about electricity. Continue Reading. He settled in Detroit where a
number of his uncles lived, and quickly accrued land. He "lined up behind the war effort" when the U. By the
late s, Henry Ford finally began to take his automobile competition seriously. WhatsApp Henry Ford was an
American industrialist and business magnate who is most renowned for his contributions to the automobile
industry. Before leaving his presidency early in , Woodrow Wilson joined other leading Americans in a
statement that rebuked Ford and others for their antisemitic campaign. After the war, it returned to auto
manufacturing until , when Ford acquired the Stout Metal Airplane Company. As independent dealers, the
franchises grew rich and publicized not just the Ford but the concept of automobiling; local motor clubs
sprang up to help new drivers and to encourage exploring the countryside. It was only competitive in the U.
The minute subdivision of labour and the coordination of a multitude of operations produced huge gains in
productivity. Alongside this job, he also began working towards creating a gasoline-powered horseless
carriage, or automobile. Using his techniques, chassis assembly was reduced from  Ford also built
hydroelectric plants, eventually constructing 30 of them, including two for the U. But since they had never
defied his authority in the past, even during the presidency of Edsel, they decided to let him have his way. All
invention was a matter of evolution, he said, yet Selden claimed genesis. These included the use of large
production plants; standardized, interchangeable parts; and the moving assembly line. During these three
years, Ford became an expert at operating the Westinghouse portable steam engine. In the years that followed,
he would learn to skillfully operate and service steam engines and would also study bookkeeping. His
innovations made him an international celebrity. You may also like. Ford stated, "In , I completed my first
motor car, powered by a two cylinder four horsepower motor, with a two-and-half-inch bore and a six-inch
stroke, which was connected to a countershaft by a belt, and then to the rear wheel by a chain. Marquis headed
Ford's Sociology Department from to  He accomplished what many aspire to, but few actually achieve.
Articles from The Dearborn Independent , In the early s, Ford sponsored a weekly newspaper that published
strongly antisemitic views.


